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1.0

Introduction

My firm Lovell Chen Pty Ltd (with sub-consultants Andrew Long & Associates Pty Ltd) prepared the
technical report titled West Gate Tunnel Project Historical Heritage Assessment which is included as
Technical Report P to the Environment Effects Statement (EES) for the West Gate Tunnel Project
(Project).
The role that I had in preparing Technical Report P was in contributing to existing conditions and impact
assessment, including site inspections and conclusions and recommendations. Other significant
contributors to Technical Report P and their expertise are set out as follows:
Lovell Chen
•

John Statham, Senior Associate, Bachelor of Architecture, University of Melbourne, Bachelor of
Planning and Design, University of Melbourne, 19 years in heritage conservation including site
and impact assessment, and including extensive experience as a heritage adviser to various
municipalities in metropolitan Melbourne

•

Libby Blamey, Associate, Historian, Bachelor of Arts (Honours), Master of Arts (Public History)
(Monash). More than 10 years experience in heritage, specialising in historical research and
writing (including thematic and place-based histories) and assessment of heritage places.

•

Michelle Bashta, Bachelor of Arts (Honours) (Melbourne), Master of Cultural Heritage (Deakin
University). 18 months experience at Lovell Chen as part of the heritage team.

Andrew Long & Associates
•

Paul Pepdjonovic, Project Manager, Bachelor of Archaeology (Honours), La Trobe University.
More than 7 years experience working as an historical archaeologist with a specialization in
artefact cataloguing, analysis, interpretation and collection management.

There are four further matters to be raised in addition to the Technical Report P.
These are as follows:
•

Since the work was completed for Technical Report P some additional design information for
the proposed shared use path bridge in Harris Street and the connection to the proposed
bridge over Whitehall Street connection has been provided. Refer to Sheet 23 of 105 in
Development and Urban Design Plans Attachment 2 Tunnels. This information does not alter
the assessment of this element although some additional comments are provided in section 4.1
of Appendix C.

•

Section 7.4.11 of Technical Report P deals with the impact on two rail turntables at South
Dynon as a result of the construction of permanent infrastructure (ramp to CityLink) in this
location. The assessment should also have made reference to a local road which is proposed in
this location and would intersect with the southern turntable. I am advised that there may be
the potential to retain the southern turntable and rails subject to detailed design for this local
road. In reviewing this issue for this evidence statement, my view is retention in situ of one or
both turntables is to be preferred over relocation, even accepting that new infrastructure in
proximity may compromise the presentation of the turntables. This is on the basis of the
heritage values of the turntables. Refer to the discussion at section 5.4 in Appendix C. No
change is proposed to the recommended EPR (CHP11) as a result.

•

Appendix F to Technical Report P is the mapping of Victorian Heritage Inventory (VHI) sites.
Map sheet 15 shows Heritage Victoria’s current mapping for the VHI site H7822-0166, the
North Melbourne Locomotive Depot. The mapping is reflected in Figure 51 in Technical Report
P (Archaeological Zone 3). The VHI for this site has been under review by Heritage Victoria for
some time as earlier mapping for this site did not reflect the location of the site as per Heritage
Victoria’s own site card. The current mapping is equally not considered to be accurate or
appropriate as the shed was located to the south of this site. Heritage Victoria has been advised
of the mapping error and it is expected this will be corrected in the near future.
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•

The City of Melbourne Heritage Strategy was reviewed in the course of the preparation of
Technical Report P, but was left out of the list of references in error. This is discussed further in
Appendix C (refer to section 2.1).

Subject to these omissions and clarifications, I adopt Technical Report P, in combination with this
document, as my written expert evidence for the purposes of the West Gate Tunnel Project Inquiry and
Advisory Committee's review of the EES, draft planning scheme amendment and works approval
application.
2.0

Qualifications and experience

Appendix A contains a statement setting out my qualifications and experience, and the other matters
raised by Planning Panels Victoria 'Guide to Expert Evidence'.
A copy of my curriculum vitae is provided in Appendix B.
3.0

Further work since preparation of Technical Report P

Since Technical Report P was finalised, I have undertaken some limited additional site inspections. This
was part of my consideration of submissions made in relation to particular issues, and to account for
changed conditions (following the completion of the VicRoads project at Shepherd Bridge at the
Maribyrnong River).
However, this further work has not caused me to materially change my opinions as expressed in
Technical Report P.
4.0

Written Submissions

4.1

Submissions Received

While I was provided with a list of public submission to the EES which may contain comments of
relevance, I have read all submissions.
Those submissions that reference historical heritage matters generally raise issues that have already
been addressed in Technical Report P and do not materially affect the findings and opinions expressed
in Technical Report P. However some of the issues raised require an additional response and this is set
out in Appendix C. In addition, I have made some additional recommendations for minor amendments
to EPRs and these are also set out in Appendix C.
4.2

Response to Issues Raised

My comments and response to the issues raised by the written submissions relevant to the area of my
expertise are addressed in Appendix C.
4.3

Environmental Performance Requirements

Since finalising Technical Report P and after reviewing the submissions, I recommend some
modifications to environmental performance requirements (EPRs) for the Project.
The recommendations are as follows:
Kororoit Creek: Recommendation in relation to EPR CHP7:
I recommend that the EPR be amended to include specific reference to the Kororoit Creek as follows:
CHP7: Heritage interpretation strategy
In consultation with the relevant local councils, develop and implement a heritage
interpretation strategy for the Project which seeks to explore historical and Aboriginal cultural
heritage themes. The strategy must include an audit of existing heritage interpretation. The
strategy may include installation of signage regarding local heritage places and is to have a
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particular focus on the Kororoit Creek area [additional wording], the Footscray/Maribyrnong
River area, and the Moonee Ponds area.
Yarraville Gardens: Recommendation in relation to the shared use path and bridge connection in
Harris Street Yarraville
It is recommended that EP6 be amended to include specific reference to the Yarraville Gardens
Conservation Plan as a relevant document to address the heritage issues in this location, as follows:
EP6 Landscaping Plan
Prepare and implement the Landscaping Plan that includes replacement of affected planted
vegetation to achieve a canopy of equal (or greater) size of healthy, mature examples of the
species. The plan must ensure the reinstatement of soils is of sufficient quality and volumes to
support the long-term viability of replacement plantings. The plan must achieve a minimum
tree replacement ratio of 3:1.
The plan must be developed in consultation with the relevant council with regard to local
policies and strategies including, as applicable:
•

Greening the West Strategic Plan

•

City of Maribyrnong Street Planting Strategy

•

City of Maribyrnong Yarraville Gardens Conservation Plan (additional wording)

•

City of Melbourne Draft Urban Ecology and Biodiversity Strategy

•

City of Melbourne’s Tree Retention and Removal policy and Urban Forest Strategy

•

The relevant City of Melbourne Urban Forest Precinct Plan.

The re-establishment of trees must also consider the contribution that the replacement trees
can make to the creation of habitat corridors and linkages where practicable.
5.0

Response to IAC Questions and Further Information Request

I have reviewed the IAC Questions and Further Information Request dated 18 July 2017. None of the
questions were considered relevant to my area of expertise.
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Declaration
I have made all the inquiries that I believe are desirable and appropriate and that no matters of
significance which I regard as relevant have to my knowledge been withheld from the Inquiry and
Advisory Committee.

Yours sincerely
LO VE LL CH E N

Kate Gray
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
1 August 2017
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APPENDIX A

a)

MATTERS RAISED BY PPV GUIDE TO EXPERT EVIDENCE

the name and address of the expert;
Katharine Fiona Gray
Lovell Chen Pty Ltd, Architects and Heritage Consultants, Level 5, 176 Wellington Parade, East
Melbourne

b) the expert's qualifications and experience;
I hold a Bachelor of Arts (Hons) and Masters of Arts (History), both from The University of
Melbourne. I also hold a post-graduate Diploma in Heritage Planning and Management from
Victoria University.
I joined Lovell Chen (then Allom Lovell & Associates) in 1989 and have been involved in
heritage practice and management for over 25 years. This experience includes the preparation
of numerous heritage appraisals and assessments of significance for individual sites and larger
complexes, areas and precincts. I also have extensive experience in strategic planning and
policy development for heritage places, and the assessment of impacts on heritage places. In
my current role as Associate Director (from July 2005), I am responsible for leading multidisciplinary teams with expertise in architecture, history and planning.
I have contributed in a variety of roles to numerous municipal heritage reviews including those
for the former Cities of Fitzroy and Port Melbourne, the City of Boroondara, the City of Port
Phillip and the Borough of Queenscliffe. Extensive work for the City of Boroondara undertaken
since 2006 has included managing a major project to review, assess and document a large
number of individual B-graded (predominantly residential) buildings, advice on the
development of a new local Heritage Policy and input into the review of precinct citations and
building gradings. In 2008-9 I managed the preparation of the Queenscliffe Heritage Review for
the Borough of Queenscliffe. I also managed a review of a large HO precinct in Port Melbourne
(HO1) in 2010 for the City of Port Phillip and in 2014 I led the Lovell Chen team for the White
Hills and East Bendigo Heritage Study Part 1 for the City of Greater Bendigo.
In recent years I have also managed a number of other major strategic heritage projects
including a Heritage Management Strategy for the University of Melbourne (2004-5, review
2009), and a Heritage Strategy and related heritage management framework for the Port of
Melbourne Corporation (2006-8, review 2013). In 2008-9 I managed a national survey and
heritage assessment of air traffic control towers (undertaken under the Environment Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation Act) for Airservices Australia.
I have also been involved in the preparation of numerous conservation management plans,
conservation analyses and heritage appraisals for places as diverse as the Melbourne Cricket
Ground, the Esplanade Hotel, St Kilda, the Shrine of Remembrance, the Melbourne Club, the
State Library of Victoria, Camp Street precinct in Ballarat, Wesley Central Mission and Church
complex, Echuca Wharf, the former Ballarat Orphanage and the former Canberra Brickworks in
Yarralumla in the ACT. I have also undertaken heritage appraisals of residential buildings,
industrial sites and institutional complexes across Melbourne.
I was involved in the Lovell Chen team (including specialist subconsultants) in the preparation
of the historical heritage assessment for the East West Link (Eastern Section) project as part of
the Comprehensive Impact Statement for that project (2013-2014). I was also responsible for
managing the Lovell Chen team (including specialist subconsultants) which prepared the
historical heritage assessment for the Melbourne Metro Tunnel EES (2015-2016). The specialist
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lead for that project was my Director, Peter Lovell. I have an ongoing role in advising on
heritage issues for the Metro Tunnel project.
My curriculum vitae is attached at Appendix B.
c)

a statement identifying the expert's area of expertise to make the report;
I have expertise in (non-indigenous) cultural heritage identification, assessment and
management, and in impact assessment.

d) a statement identifying all other significant contributors to the report and where necessary
outlining their expertise;
I have been assisted in the preparation of this report by Michelle Bashta (refer above).
The opinions in the report are my own.
e)

all instructions that define the scope of the report (original and supplementary and whether in
writing or oral);
I received my instructions to prepare this expert report from Ms Sallyanne Everett, Partner and
Mr Chris Wiseman, Senior Associate, of Clayton Utz. Those instructions were in writing
(correspondence dated 6 July 2017, copy attached at Appendix D). I was instructed to review
submissions and identify those relevant to my area of expertise, review Technical Report P and
identify whether there are changes to the conclusions of the report (arising from submissions
or as a consequence of any other relevant matter) and prepare an expert report. I was also
instructed to prepare a powerpoint presentation for presenting at the hearing and attend the
hearing to give evidence in relation to my report.
Subsequently, on 30 July 2017 I was instructed by Ms Everett (via email) to review the IAC’s
Preliminary Matters and Further Information Request dated 18 July 2017 and provide a
response where relevant.

f)

the identity of the person who carried out any tests or experiments upon which the expert
relied in making this report and the qualifications of that person;
Not applicable.

g)

a statement setting out the key assumptions made in preparing the report;
Copies of all submissions received have been made available to me.

h) a statement setting out any questions falling outside the expert's expertise and also a
statement indicating whether the report is incomplete or inaccurate in any respect.
In my report I respond to submissions raising the issue of potential damage to heritage
buildings and places from construction vibration associated with the project. In doing so, I
make it clear that the means through which such potential impacts might be managed are
outside my area of expertise and are properly considered by relevant technical specialists.
In addition, I also note that while I have experience in considering heritage landscapes, I am not
an expert in arboricultural matters. In referencing the tree species in the Yarraville Gardens I
have relied upon the identification and assessment of trees in the Arboricultural report for the
project prepared by Landscape Dept and included as Appendix H to the Technical report F
(Ecology).
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KATE GRAY
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
BA (Hons) (Melb) MA (Hist) (Melb) Grad Dip Heritage Planning & Management MICOMOS
ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Associate Director Kate Gray is an historian with a post graduate qualification in heritage planning and
management. She brings 25 years of experience in cultural heritage practice to her work in heritage
assessment, the provision of high-level strategic advice, and the identification and management of heritage
sites and places.
Kate leads a multi-disciplinary team of specialists responsible for the production of heritage reports and
outputs, including heritage impact statements, conservation and heritage management plans, municipal
heritage studies, heritage appraisals, options assessments, and submissions to panels and hearings. In
addition, she provides specialist technical advice as part of client project teams working on large-scale
schemes such as major infrastructure projects. Kate joined Lovell Chen in 1989.
EXPERTISE AND EXPERIENCE
Kate’s expertise includes the assessment of heritage places of significance at local, state and national levels.
These include individual buildings and structures, landscapes, industrial complexes and groups of places linked
by ownership or use. Her work has included historical research and writing, and the preparation of heritage
appraisals, conservation and heritage management plans, municipal heritage reviews, and area or typological
studies.
As a member of multi-disciplinary project teams, Kate has contributed specialist advice for a number of largescale infrastructure projects, working with technical and engineering advisers and collaborating with planning
and environmental assessment specialists. She has also managed major strategic heritage projects for clients
with diverse assets, such as the University of Melbourne, Port of Melbourne Corporation and Airservices
Australia.
She is highly experienced in the management of heritage sites and places, in the assessment of development
and adaptation proposals, and in the consideration of options to mitigate possible impacts or risks. She
provides high-level strategic heritage advice as well as addressing issues relating to detailed design.
Kate has an in-depth understanding of the requirements of statutory frameworks relevant to heritage projects
and good working relationships with key regulatory authorities. She is an effective communicator and has
provided expert evidence before planning panels, VCAT and the Heritage Council of Victoria.
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PROJECTS
Kate’s recent projects include:
•

Port of Melbourne Heritage Strategy

•

Metro Tunnel, Melbourne — technical specialist for EES, ongoing heritage advice

•

Trades Hall, Victoria Street, Melbourne — CMP

•

Kinnears Rope Works, Footscray, Victoria — CMP, development advice and approvals

•

Wesley Church and Central Mission, Lonsdale Street, Melbourne — CMP, development advice and
approvals

•

Polehouse, Banool Road, Fairhaven, Victoria — HVC registrations hearing

•

Gough Whitlam House, Kew, Melbourne — HVC registrations hearing, expert evidence to Planning
Panel

•

Melbourne Cricket Ground, Yarra Park, Melbourne — CMP

•

Mayday Hills, Beechworth, Victoria — CMP

•

Melford Motors, Elizabeth Street, Melbourne — VHC registrations hearing, development advice and
approvals

•

White Hills & East Bendigo Heritage Study

•

Damascus College (Ballarat Orphanage), Ballarat, Victoria — CMP, HVC registrations hearing, expert
evidence to Planning Panel

•

Canberra Brickworks, Yarralumla, ACT — CMP

•

Former Maribynong Explosives Factory, Victoria — strategic heritage advice, master planning, site
inventory

•

Shrine of Remembrance, St Kilda Road, Melbourne — CMP, heritage advice and approvals

•

Port of Melbourne Corp. CMPs, for Point Lonsdale Lighthouse, West Channel Pile Light, Port
Melbourne Leading Lights
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1.0

Introduction

This report provides a response to heritage issues raised in submissions to the West Gate Tunnel Project
(the Project) Environment Effects Statement (EES) exhibition period. All submissions were reviewed.
Submission numbers are referenced where relevant.
2.0

Response to general issues

2.1

Methodology

Submissions
At Attachment D (City of Melbourne Policies) Submission 184 lists a series of policies that have been
approved by Council and comments that ‘The EES does not demonstrate that it has appropriately
considered all of these policies’. The City of Melbourne Heritage Strategy (2013) is included in the list at
Appendix D.
In Attachment C (Summary of City of Melbourne Issues) Submission 184 comments as follows on
historical heritage:
Topic

Issue

Comments

Heritage

First principles heritage study
for the affected area has not
been prepared.

This study would ensure that all
heritage, whether previously
identified or not, is assessed
and the potential impacts of the
Project are fully understood.
Design and construction
management principles should
be developed in order to
minimise physical and visual
negative impacts on known
culturally significant places.
The EES makes neither direct
nor tangible commitment to
the protection of items of
cultural significance during
demolition and construction.

Submissions 378 and 434 make general comments in regard to the protection of heritage places, listing
places of significance that require protection but not providing further detail.
Response
City of Melbourne Heritage Strategy
The City of Melbourne Heritage Strategy 2013 can be accessed at www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/buildingand-development/heritage-planning/Pages/heritage-strategy.aspx.
The Heritage Strategy was reviewed in the course of the preparation of Technical Report P, but was left
out of the list of references in error.
The Heritage Strategy is a high-level strategic document, not a heritage assessment. It sets out Council’s
approach to cultural and natural heritage and identifies four main strands:
•

‘Knowing our heritage’ (identifying, assessing and document heritage)
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•

‘Protecting our heritage’ (statutory protection via the Melbourne Planning Scheme)

•

‘Managing our heritage’ (developing policies and guidelines)

•

‘Communicating and celebrating’ (promotion public awareness and appreciation of
Melbourne’s heritage)

Importantly, the Heritage Strategy includes an Action Plan. Under ‘Knowing’, the Action Plan identifies a
need to:
•

Investigate, identify, assess and document gaps in the record of items and places of cultural
and/or natural heritage significance (City of Melbourne Heritage Strategy 2013, p. 16).

An Implementation Plan was also included which made reference at Action 2.1 (p. 28) to the need to:
•

Progressively undertake a review of heritage in the high-growth and urban renewal areas and
mixed use areas of the city

Priority areas to be reviewed in 2014-2017 were:
•

Southbank, Fishermans Bend & Docklands

•

North/West Melbourne & South Carlton.

Action 2.1 was a review of the scope of heritage place studies and reviews.
Some of the areas where Works are proposed as part of the Project have not been subject to municipal
heritage assessment and were not identified in the priority list of areas to be reviewed in the City of
Melbourne Heritage Strategy.
In subsequent consultation for the project the City of Melbourne advised that there were no plans to
undertake such an assessment and confirmed heritage assessment work underway or planned. Refer to
Table 2, Summary of stakeholder consultation, section 3.4, Technical Report P.
First principles heritage study
The methodology for existing conditions is set out at section 3.2 of Technical Report P. In summary, it
included:
•

Establishment of a wide study area to ensure all relevant places and issues could be considered,
and to provide a broader context for considering the history and heritage of the relevant areas
of Melbourne

•

Preparation of a land use history for that area

•

Desktop review of all existing heritage studies and other sources of relevance

•

Consultation with local councils to confirm any additional heritage assessment work completed
or underway

•

Targeted fieldwork of areas in the vicinity of Project Works to inspect known places of heritage
significance and identify places of potential significance.

As a result of this work, a number of additional places of potential significance were identified and these
are listed in Technical Report P.
In the case of the City of Melbourne, the history of the affected areas was reviewed in the Land Use
History and based on this, additional fieldwork was undertaken focussing on areas close to proposed
Project Works.
This included the following locations and areas:
•

Melbourne Markets

•

South Dynon railyards
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•

E Gate

•

Southern reaches of Moonee Ponds Creek

•

East bank of Maribyrnong River

Several additional places of potential significance were identified in the process – the Port Phillip
Monument on the east side of the Maribyrnong River, the rail turntables at South Dynon and the lower
reaches of the Moonee Ponds Creek (south of Dynon Road beyond the boundaries of the existing
HO1092) and impact assessment has been provided for these.
At section 3.2 of Technical Report P it is noted that the existing conditions assessment work does not
represent a comprehensive heritage study of the full study area.
In the first instance this is because the identification and assessment work was targeted to focus on
areas and places within the study area that are in proximity to Project Works.
It is also the case that the work was not undertaken as a traditional two-stage municipal heritage study
as per the Heritage Victoria Model Consultants Brief for Heritage Studies (2010) – prepared for local
government. The work for Technical Report P was designed to identify places of potential heritage
significance that could be affected by the Project and to assess any impacts that could be posed by
Project Works, consistent with the scoping requirements. This is as distinct from a ‘first principles
heritage study’ which is typically designed to identify and assess potential heritage places in a study area
for the application of statutory heritage controls through a planning scheme amendment. This process
requires the assessment and documentation of heritage places using defined criteria and the
preparation of citations and statements of significance in prescribed formats.
It is considered that the methodology adopted for the historical heritage assessment is appropriate
having regard for the scoping requirements, which are tailored to a consideration of the Project,
including the identification of potentially affected places, the avoidance or mitigation of potential
adverse impacts, and the assessment of effects of the project on identified or potential places of
significance. The scoping requirements are found at Table 1 in Technical Report P.
Mitigation of impacts and protection of heritage places
The historical heritage EPRs are directed at minimising adverse impacts on cultural heritage places.
These include the general EPR CHP2 (design and construction to minimise impacts on heritage) and
CHP4 (relates to the management of potential vibration and ground settlement impacts). There are also
a series of EPRs tailored to particular sites and locations (CHP6, CHP9, CHP10 and CHP11).
A number of EPRs require certain management and recording practices where impacts would occur as a
result of the Project. These include EPRs for the management of impacts on historical archaeology and
shipwrecks in accordance with the requirements of the Heritage Act 1995 (CHP3, CHP8). While not
mitigation measures, EPRs CHP5 and CHP7 require good practice heritage responses to change through
archival recording and heritage interpretation respectively.
Technical Report P also references other EPRs developed for Ecology, Groundwater, Ground Movement,
and Noise and Vibration which are relevant to particular heritage issues and places.
Assuming the adoption of these EPRs, Technical Report P concludes that the majority of heritage
impacts identified could be avoided or mitigated.
This is with the exception of some adverse impacts on locally-listed heritage places or places of potential
significance without heritage controls which may not be fully mitigated through the EPRs.
Of these the key impacts are as follows:
•

Yarraville Gardens – based on the assessment of the proposal prior to detailed design, there
would likely be an adverse impact on the intactness and presentation of the northern edge of
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the Gardens and on its heritage values. It may be possible to improve the heritage outcome in
detailed design in accordance with the recommended EPRs.
•

Maribyrnong River crossing – adverse impacts on the Mowling’s Soap and Candle Works and
Barnet Glass Rubber complex due to permanent infrastructure in proximity.

•

Moonee Ponds Creek and Infrastructure Precinct – limited adverse impacts including
permanent infrastructure in proximity to the Dynon Road road bridge

•

Railway turntables at South Dynon, direct impact of physical works

To the extent that the comments in Submission 184 may be directed at the issue of the physical
protection of heritage places in proximity to works, it is noted that CHP2 requires the development of
measures to provide that protection:
CHP2 Design and construction to minimise impact on heritage
Undertake detailed design of the permanent and temporary Works to minimise
impacts where practicable, on historic cultural heritage in consultation with
Heritage Victoria and relevant local councils.
Prior to commencement of works that affect heritage structures or places, develop
and implement:

2.2

•

Physical protection measures for heritage structures and places as appropriate

•

A methodology for any required dismantling, storage or reinstatement of heritage fabric
(with reference to the ICOMOS Burra Charter 2013).

Traffic within HO areas

Submissions
Submission 166 raises concerns with the increase in truck traffic through Heritage Overlay (HO) areas.
Technical Report P
This issue was not assessed as part of Technical Report P.
Additional response
An increase in road traffic (including increased truck movements) through a HO precinct in itself would
not have an impact on the identified heritage values of that area.
2.3

Vibration and ground settlement (HHR06)

Submissions
A small number of submissions have raised the issue of potential damage to heritage buildings as a
result of vibration or ground movement. These include submissions 210 and 378. Submissions raised
general concerns about damage cause by construction vibration and also identified specific buildings
including:
•

Barnet Glass and Rubber Factory, 91-97 Moreland Street, 90-110 Maribyrnong Street and 3-5
Parker Street, Footscray (HO78 – Maribyrnong) (commonly referred to as the (Docklands)
Cotton Mills in submissions)

•

Melbourne Glass Bottle Works (HO46 – Hobson’s Bay).

Technical Report P
The potential for vibration and ground movement as a result of construction to cause damage to
buildings and structures was considered in the following technical assessments in the EES:
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•

Technical Report D: Ground movement

•

Technical Report H: Noise and vibration (surface)

•

Technical Report I: Vibration and regenerated noise (tunnel)

Referencing these assessments the potential for damage to occur to heritage buildings and structures
was considered in Technical Report P. Refer to sections 5.4.6, 6.4.4 and 7.4.12.
EPRs to manage risks related to construction vibration and ground movement are referenced in
Technical Report P, including NVP3, NVP7, GMP1, GMP3, GMP4, GMP5, and GMP6. These include
requirements for condition surveys where the modelling suggests there may be a risk of damage.
In addition, a specific EPR (CHP4 – Monitoring of heritage sites) was developed. This requires vibration
monitoring of heritage sites at risk of impact and monitoring of their condition during and post
construction for settlement and structural integrity disturbance as a result of the proposed works.
Importantly, if required, CHP4 requires remediation action to the satisfaction of Heritage Victoria. This
would ensure rectification works, if required, would be undertaken in accordance with good heritage
practice.
Additional response
None provided.
3.0

West Gate Freeway component

3.1

Bluestone bridge over Kororoit Creek (HHR04)

Submissions
Submission 378 comments on the bluestone bridge at Kororoit Creek (HO259):
The alignment of the Kororoit Creek Trail (Stage One) includes the use of the
Bluestone Bridge over Kororoit Creek in Brooklyn. Council seeks protection and
upgrade of the bridge as part of the Trail works, including the conservation of the
surviving approach roads which are significant as rare examples of early road
construction (AHC criterion F1) and identified in the heritage citation in the
Hobsons Bay Heritage Study Revised 2014 (p. 34).
It also recommends that CHP7 (heritage interpretation strategy) include explicit reference to the
Kororoit Creek area due to its Aboriginal cultural heritage (p. 41).
Technical Report P
Technical Report P addresses the issues raised in relation to the bridge (refer section 5.4.4). EPRs CHP5,
CHP7 and CHP10 are relevant. CHP10 in particular requires works to be undertaken, to the extent
practicable, in a manner which avoids disturbing any physical evidence of early road surfacing on the
approaches to the bridge. CHP5 would require the recording of this early fabric.
In relation to interpretation, CHP7 requires the development – in consultation with the relevant local
councils - of an interpretation strategy for the Project which seeks to explore historical and Aboriginal
heritage themes.
Additional response
Aboriginal cultural heritage is addressed in Technical Report O and this confirms that Kororoit Creek is a
significant area in terms of Aboriginal cultural heritage. In terms of historical heritage, Technical Report
P suggests the bridge over Kororoit Creek as a good location for active interpretation focussing on the
earlier alignment of the Geelong Road. On this basis, it is agreed that it would be appropriate to include
an explicit reference to Kororoit Creek in EPR CHP7, with the suggested amended EPR reading as
follows:
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CHP7: Heritage interpretation strategy
In consultation with the relevant local councils, develop and implement a heritage
interpretation strategy for the Project which seeks to explore historical and
Aboriginal cultural heritage themes. The strategy must include an audit of existing
heritage interpretation. The strategy may include installation of signage regarding
local heritage places and is to have a particular focus on the Kororoit Creek area
[additional wording], the Footscray/Maribyrnong River area, and the Moonee
Ponds area.
3.2

Bradmill (HHR05)

Submissions
Submission 158 and 442 raise concerns about the height and scale of the tunnel portals and ventilation
structures.
Submission 158 notes the potential of the new structures to dominate the landscape from within McIvor
Reserve and remain imposing across a panoramic perspective. It does not explicitly reference an impact
on the landmark qualities of the Bradmill boiler house (p. 72).
Submission 442 includes the following section relating to the southern portal and its potential impact on
Bradmill:
NTAV notes that the westbound southern portal and ventilation structure is a
substantial built structure, with a height in excess of 50m. The scale and height of
this portal will form a significant landmark dominating the surrounding landscape,
which includes the Bradmill industrial site (HO125, Maribyrnong City Council) and
residential development. The context of the Bradmill industrial site will be
impacted with the portal structure dominating the boiler house building in height
and scale. NTAV submits that the siting and scale of the portal structure should be
reconsidered, taking into account the heritage value of the Bradmill industrial site,
as well as the surrounding residential setting. Landscaping works in adjoining land
will not sufficiently mitigate the impact of this structure on the surrounding
landscape and the landmark status of the Bradmill boiler house.
Technical Report P
The impact of the southern portal and ventilation structure was assessed in section 5.4.5 of Technical
Report P. The assessment considered that the construction of the new portal structure, which would be
a significant size and height, would have only a minor adverse impact on the landmark qualities of the
Bradmill boiler house and no mitigation measures were proposed.
Note that the height of the higher eastern end of the proposed new structure was given in Technical
Report P as in the order of 45 metres. To clarify, with the architectural cladding the structure would
likely to be higher and could be up to 55 metres (Chapter 5, project description, p, 5-21, see also crosssectional plan through southern portal near Precinct 15 WDA-WGTP-SEC-004).
Additional response
No change is proposed to the assessment in the Technical Report P. In longer views the new structure
would be visible behind the boiler house (Figure 1), however the separation (in the order of 100 metres)
means that the two structures would read independently. Views from the West Gate Freeway inbound
to the boiler house would continue. While the boiler house would no longer be the tallest structure in
the surrounding area, it would still be a local landmark and its robust industrial aesthetic qualities (best
appreciated at closer quarters, including from the Freeway and within McIvor Reserve, see Figure 2)
would be maintained.
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Figure 1

View of the Bradmill boiler house and adjacent manufacturing building from McIvor
Reserve to the north-east, the proposed portal structure would be visible in this view

Figure 2

View of the boiler house from the east with the West Gate Freeway on left, the new
structure would be located south of the freeway
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3.3

Melbourne Glass Bottle Works

Submissions
Submissions 378 and 434 raise concerns about the impact of the Hyde Street on ramp at Simcock
avenue and the potential impact on the Melbourne Glass Bottle Works amenities building (HO46, part).
Submission 378 makes the following comment regarding this building:
There is little discussion of the Edwardian staff amenities block on the north side of
Simcock Avenue, which is identified in the Hobsons Bay Heritage Study as being
significant as an intact and well resolved example of its style and type (AHC criteria
E1 and F10). This building is located on the corner of Simcock Avenue and Douglas
Parade and there is potential damage as a result of vibration or ground movement
during construction.
Simcock Avenue is currently a local road and the amenities building is easily
accessed. The proposal is for Simcock Avenue to become the key access to the
Freeway on-ramp. This will physically isolate the building and diminish its
accessibility. Lack of access combined with a lack of on-street parking (given that
Simcock Avenue will essentially become the Freeway on ramp) will impact on
potential future land uses. If the building remains vacant, there is concern that it
may be vandalised and fall into disrepair and eventually require demolition. This is
both a heritage and amenity issue given the building’s gateway location into
Hobsons Bay.
Technical Report P
This building was considered in the historical heritage assessment. The building and the related
glassworks buildings on Booker Street and Hudson Road were inspected and described in Appendix A to
Technical Report P (Detailed description of heritage places). Potential impacts on the Melbourne Glass
Bottle Works amenities building were considered as part of the preparation of the impact assessment.
It was considered that the works would not result in a visual or physical impact on the heritage place
and on this basis no detailed impact was included in the report. The reason for this was explained in
Appendix I to Technical Appendix J.
The issue of vibration and ground settlement was addressed in Technical Report J (this is discussed
above).
The issue of access to the site and adaptive reuse was raised by the City of Hobsons Bay in consultation
for the EES and a response provided. Refer to Table 6 on p. 26 of Technical Report J.
Additional response:
It is agreed that achieving a viable adaptive reuse for heritage buildings is a positive in terms of their
physical conservation and also generally supports ongoing maintenance and conservation works. The
adaptive reuse potential of a heritage place does not go to its heritage values, however, and has not
been considered in the EES assessment.
Issues such as access can have an impact on adaptive re-use potential of heritage buildings, but there
are many others factors, including owner requirements, planning scheme requirements (this site is
zoned Industrial 1), heritage constraints, and the nature of surrounding land uses. Consideration of
these is beyond the scope of the historical heritage assessment.
Furthermore, it is understood that there will be no change in access to properties and side streets from
Simcock Avenue as a result of the Project.
The issues of potential vandalism and lack of maintenance raised in the submission are largely related to
property management.
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4.0

Tunnels component

4.1

Yarraville Gardens (HHR09)

Submissions
A number of submissions raise concerns with regard to the proposed works within the Yarraville
Gardens. Submissions 158 provides comment on the potential heritage impact of the proposed works
including:
•

Harris Street shared use path and bridge connection over Whitehall Street
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

•

Impact on the northern edge of the park
Loss of valuable trees including mature date palms, conifers and native trees that
contribute to the character and cultural significance of the Gardens (p. 63)
Interference with the retaining wall that supports the cricket nets (p. 63)
Visual impact on the Gardens (urban design comments, p. 70)
Visual representation should be provided (p. 73)
Alternative design options and potential routes should be considered (p. 94)
The alignment of the path should be resolved by agreement with the City of Maribyrnong
and VicRoads.

A revised design for the Harris Street shared use path should consider the following (p. 94):
>
>
>
>
>

The need for a connection from the lower reaches of the Yarraville Reserve;
Alignment options to prevent and mitigate impacts on Hanmer Reserve and vegetation
within Yarraville Gardens;
The functionality of Harris Street and impacts on Kindred Studios, Seddon Cricket Club and
sporting events held in Hanmer Reserve; and
Whether a crossing closer to Youell Street or at-grade crossing along Whitehall Street
should also be provided
Consistency with the Yarraville Gardens Master Plan.

Submission 442 expresses similar concerns with regards to heritage impact at Yarraville Gardens:
•

Concern over the alignment of the proposed shared use path along Harris Street and the impact
on tree and landscaping at the northern edge of the gardens and potential visual impact of the
raised structure along Whitehall Street

•

Ground water draw down and potential impact on vegetation

•

Visual impact of new vent structure on the gardens

•

Advocate for the lowering of the portal structure in detailed design and an alternative siting for
the proposed Freeway Maintenance Building.

Several other submissions raise concern with the works without an explicit discussion of heritage value
including submissions 10, 350, 391, and 414:
•

Submission 391 expresses concern about part of the southern side of the Gardens being used
as a temporary construction site.

Technical Report P
Technical Report P considered the impacts on the Yarraville Gardens at 6.4.3, including the impacts of
groundwater drawdown and the proposed shared use path along Harris Street.
The visual impact of the northern portal and associated structures was not assessed.
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Additional response
Groundwater drawdown: No additional response is provided on the issue of groundwater drawdown
(refer to Technical Report C, Groundwater, and the EPRs specified there and referenced in Technical
Report P).
Shared use path and associated bridge structure: This element provides a shared use path connection
between Whitehall and Hyde Streets, along the south side of Harris Street. Sheet 23 of 105 in
Development and Urban Design Plans Attachment 2 Tunnels provides more information on the design,
which comprises a simple elevated structure with steel fin balustrade which rises to the east to connect
with the proposed bridge over Whitehall Street. It comes to grade partway along Harris Street on the
northern edge of the gardens and continues at grade to the west of this point.
The issues and potential impacts identified by submitters – particularly the potential for the removal of
significant trees and rockwork – were addressed in Technical Report P (section 6.2.3). Recommendations
were made for further review of this element of the Project in detailed design, including detailed
arboricultural assessment to confirm and minimise impacts on significant trees and hard landscaping
elements, and further consideration of visual impacts of the structure in detailed design.
In the event there are physical impacts on this northern edge, recommendations were made in
Technical Report P for mitigation through reinstatement of an appropriate landscaping treatment
consistent with the character and valued aesthetic qualities of the gardens (translocation of the Palms,
new planting in character, dismantling and reconstruction of rockwork).
These recommendations are supported by reference to the general EPRs CHP2 (Design and construction
to minimise impacts on heritage), EP1 (Minimise vegetation removal and disturbance) and EP6
(Landscape Plan).
Of relevance, CHP2 requires the following:
Undertake detailed design of the permanent and temporary Works to minimise
impacts where practicable, on historic cultural heritage in consultation with
Heritage Victoria and relevant local councils.
In detailed design, consultation with the City of Maribyrnong would be required under CHP2 and this
would allow for minimisation of impacts in accordance with the heritage values of the Yarraville Gardens
and as identified in the Yarraville Gardens Precinct Conservation Plan.
EP1 requires the design and implementation of measures to avoid, where practicable, and minimise tree
removal including trees within public parks and reserves. Specific reference is made to the Yarraville
Gardens.
EP6 requires the preparation and development of a Landscaping Plan in consultation with the relevant
council and references local policies and strategies.
While not referenced in Technical Report P, it is also noted that LVP1 (Urban design approach) is also
relevant.
LVP1 (Urban design approach):
LVP Urban design approach
Detailed design development must respond to the West Gate Tunnel Project urban
design principles and vision. In doing so it must minimise, to the extent practicable,
landscape and visual impacts, and maximise opportunities for enhancement of
public amenity, open space and facilities, resulting from the Project, in consultation
with relevant stakeholders, particularly in relation to:
•

Heritage assets
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•

Bridges and structures

•

Existing landmark urban elements across the Project, including CityLink

•

Open space including, Yarraville Gardens, Hyde Street Reserve, Donald McLean Reserve,
Railway and Millers Street Reserve

•

Community and recreational assets including the, Yarraville Community Centre, Yarraville
Gardens, Westgate Golf Club, Spotswood Cricket/ Football Oval, W.L.J. Crofts Reserve, shared
paths along Kororoit Creek, Maribyrnong River, Stony Creek, and Moonee Ponds Creek, various
bowls and tennis clubs in the vicinity of the Project

•

Residential interfaces

•

Business interfaces.

The key issues raised by the proposed Harris Street shared use path and bridge connection could be
addressed with reference to these EPRs.
To provide a more direct reference to the heritage issues at the Yarraville Gardens, it would be
appropriate to amend EP6 to include specific reference to the Yarraville Gardens Precinct Conservation
Plan as a relevant document to address the heritage issues in the location.
Visual impact of the northern portal and associated structures: These structures would be sited on the
eastern side of Whitehall Street and would be visible from within the Yarraville Gardens including from
the elevated western half of the Gardens. The ventilation structure in particular would be prominent
because of its scale and height (approximately 41-55 metres, refer Development and Urban Design
Plans, section through Whitehall Street Reserve, WDA-WGTP-SEC-008).
Accepting this, there is not considered to be a heritage issue arising from the proximity of the new
structures. The proposed new northern portal structures would be of scale but would be separated from
the gardens by Whitehall Street. Furthermore, while there is a relationship to related landscapes to the
west and to a degree to the north, the gardens does not rely on a broader context or setting on its
eastern side for an appreciation of its heritage values. Historically there has been an industrial interface
on this eastern side including a series of large buildings and structures (refer to Figure 7). While the
context has changed, the industrial character and visual presence on this side of the gardens continues
with the container storage use on the site immediately east (Figure 8).
Temporary construction site
There is no intention to use the gardens for a temporary construction site.
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Figure 3

Original entry and flanking cypress trees, corner of Harris and Hyde streets, Yarraville

Figure 4

Retaining wall and mature trees central to the Harris Street frontage, this view is looking
east
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Figure 5

Figure 6
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View west from within Harris Street

Entry at Whitehall and Harris street intersection
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Figure 7

LOVELL CHEN

Views out of the Yarraville Gardens south-east towards the former Pivot (221 Whitehall
Street) site, 2007 (buildings now demolished)
Photographer: Peter Bennetts
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Figure 8
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Recent view east across the Hanmer Reserve with container storage and port
infrastructure in the distance
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5.0

Port, CityLink and city connections component

5.1

Shipwrecks (HHR12 and HHR13)

Submissions
Submission 184 provides the following general comment:
The impacts on heritage places, particularly within and on the western banks of the
Maribyrnong River (including shipwrecks), as a result of the current design for the
Project and placement and proximity of the infrastructure to these heritage sites
has not been adequately assessed of mitigated (p. 19).
Technical Report P
The potential for impacts on registered or unknown shipwrecks was addressed at section 7.4.2 of
Technical Report P.
Additional response
The following is noted:
•

The approach to the management of potential impacts on shipwrecks at and in the
Maribyrnong River was developed in consultation with specialist maritime archaeologists at
Heritage Victoria
• EPR CHP8 sets out management requirements and is consistent with the Heritage Act 1995
• All works that would impact on shipwrecks would require a permit under the Heritage Act.
Of relevance, a recent site inspection following the completion of works at Shepherd Bridge confirmed
the location of the bow of the Edina on the east bank of the Maribyrnong River (Figure 9, Figure 10).
The Edina is located within a construction area. While the assessment in Technical Appendix P identifies
a preference for retention and physical protection as per CHP2, if affected by works, EPR CHP8 allows
for the appropriate management of the process of disturbance. As noted above, this would be subject to
a permit process under the Heritage Act.
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Figure 9

View of the east bank of the Maribyrnong River; the bow of the Edina indicated

Figure 10

Detailed view of the bow of the Edina
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5.2

Maribyrnong River Crossing (HHR18, HHR20, HHR24 and HHR25)

Submissions
A number of submissions raise concerns about the impact of the Maribyrnong River Crossing on heritage
places along the Footscray riverfront and the historic character of the riverfront itself.
Heritage places referenced in submissions include the Barnet Glass Rubber factory (HO78) and the
Mowling’s Soap and Candle Works (HO178) while some submissions referenced the general Footscray
riverfront.
Submission 184 includes the following general comment:
The impacts on heritage places, particularly within and on the western banks of the
Maribyrnong River (including shipwrecks), as a result of the current design for the
Project and placement and proximity of the infrastructure to these heritage sites
has not been adequately assessed of mitigated (p. 19).
Submission 158 expresses concern about the visual impacts of the bridge and ramp structures (and
particularly the northern ramp structure) at the Maribyrnong River, albeit these concerns are not
expressed in terms of impacts on heritage buildings and places.
Submission 442 raises several concern with regards to the Maribyrnong River crossing and potential
heritage impacts:
•

The crossing adversely impacts on the heritage significance and context of the Maribyrnong
River, including view-lines and the associations with the built heritage of the area

•

The bridges and on/off ramps will dominate the building environment and impact on the
ground level experience of the place

•

The crossing will impact on the urban setting of the Barnet Glass Rubber factory (HO78) and the
Mowling’s Soap and Candle Works (HO178)

A number of submissions express concern about the impact on the Barnet Glass Rubber Factory
(referred to as the Docklands Cotton Mills) including both amenity and heritage impacts on the place
(refer 189, 210, and 448). Heritage concerns include:
•

The Maribyrnong Heritage Review in 2000 identified the heritage significance of the Footscray
Wharves including land south of the Shepherd Bridge (opposite 90-96 Maribyrnong Street –
part of the Barnet Glass Rubber Factory). The project works will compromise the heritage
values of the Barnet Glass and Rubber Factory and the Footscray Wharves by diminishing the
connection between the factory and the wharves (189, p. 2). The bridge should be relocated
and the ramps should be deleted to limit the impact on this area (189).

•

Footscray River Edge Master Plan (2014) references the historic character of the area including
the repurposing of the historic elements, the Project would compromise the fulfilment of this
plan (189)

•

The Barnet Glass and Rubber Factory building is of heritage (architectural) value and a large
road project should not be built on its doorstep (448)

•

The factory buildings may be susceptible to damage as a result of noise and vibration from
construction and operation, there are also amenity concerns on the working arts precinct as a
result of the works (210).

Several submissions make comment on the former Mowling’s Soap and Candle Works (HO178) at 105109 Whitehall Street and 21-29 Youell Street, Footscray (refer to submissions 264 and 389). The
concerns are in the main not heritage related although some comments are made on make-good works
following demolition of non-heritage buildings on the site:
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•

‘proper weather capping/new exterior wall’ is requested to be applied to the eastern face of lot
7 [heritage building] after the demolition of lot 6 [non-heritage building]

Technical Report P
Technical Report P assessed the impact of works at the Maribyrnong River in the following sections:
•

Mowling’s Soap and Candle Works (section 7.4.3)

•

Footscray Powder Magazine (section 7.4.4)

•

Barnet Glass Rubber Factory (section 7.4.5)

•

Bluestone Drain - location of Billy Button Creek (section 7.4.9)

•

Footscray riverfront (section 7.4.10).

Additional response
The issues raised are predominantly related to the visual impact of the proposed bridge and associated
ramps.
As relevant to the historical heritage assessment, these impacts have been considered in relation to the
various listed and unlisted heritage places in the vicinity.
The new structures would have an adverse impact on the Mowling’s Soap and Candleworks and Barnet
Glass Rubber factory (Cotton Mills). For the Mowling’s Soap and Candleworks, this impact is limited.
While the Mowling’s buildings historically had a functional relationship to the river, they do not have a
strong visual connection and are not readily viewed from the eastern side of the river or Shepherd
Bridge. Several submissions refer to the need to undertake make good works to the retained heritage
buildings where later additions on this site are to be demolished. This issue is addressed in Technical
Report P (section 7.4.3).
In the case of the Barnet Glass and Rubber complex, the new structures would change and impede some
views of these buildings from the north-east and east. It is noted that the statement of significance does
not identify these views of particular significance, but the general point made in submissions in relation
to this issue is accepted. The new structures would have an adverse impact on the presentation of the
complex to the river and would diminish an understanding of this historical connection. The
presentation of the complex from Parker and Moreland streets and further west would be unaffected,
however, and there would be no impact on the landmark status of the boiler chimney. It is also
important to note that the complex will not be affected physically. On this basis, it is considered that the
core values of the complex would be maintained.
Submission 189 also makes particular reference to the significance of the Footscray Wharves and
connection between the Barnet Glass Rubber complex and the wharves. It is commented, however, that
it is the section of wharves to the north of Shepherd Bridge that retains its physical fabric and its
heritage values can be appreciated. South of the bridge, the majority of the Footscray wharves has been
demolished, apart from a small (20 metre) section which was retained and restored immediately south
of the Shepherd Bridge and quite some distance north of the Barnet Glass complex (refer to the
discussion at 7.1.4 and 7.4.10 of Technical Report P).
The Footscray River Edge Master Plan was not reviewed for the historical heritage impact assessment
(Technical Report P). The Master Plan applies to the full riverfront, from Newell’s Paddock to Lyon
Street. In relation to heritage it includes the key principle: Historic Character – To retain and build upon
the historic elements that remain on the site and reference its past history in its future incarnation.
Consistent with this, EPR CHP9 recommends the retention of evidence of historical infrastructure and
services (rail lines and the bluestone drain at Billy Button Creek). Technical Report P recommends
additional heritage interpretation in the area. EPR CHP7 (Heritage interpretation strategy) includes a
specific requirement for heritage interpretation to focus on the Footscray / Maribyrnong riverfront area.
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The issue of vibration and ground settlement was addressed in Technical Report J (this is discussed
above).

Figure 11

LOVELL CHEN

Views from the new shared use bridge at Shepherd Bridge looking toward the Barnet
Glass Rubber complex
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Figure 12

5.3

View west from the east side of Sims Street

Moonee Ponds Creek (HHR21)

Submissions
Submission 184 provides comment on the impact of the heritage values at the Moonee Pond Creek as
follows:
•

The impacts on heritage as a result of the position and proximity of the infrastructure to
important heritage sites and structures including the Dynon Road Bridge and the Moonee
Ponds Creek have not been adequately assessed or mitigated.
Submission 312 provides a history of the land use in the vicinity of the Moonee Ponds Creek and the
former Saltwater Lagoon and notes:
•

Project works will result in the loss of “the last undivided section in the last location of the presettlement Saltwater Lagoon. The EES fails to account for the loss of the open vista across what
is an essential remaining part of this lagoon. This loss of this remainder of past environment is a
loss heritage, that is not counted nor mentioned of, in the EES (p. 6).
Submission 344 also refers to this historical context (pp. 7, 12).
There are other submissions in relation to the Moonee Ponds Creek, however they do not specifically
reference heritage.
Technical Report P
Technical Report P provided a detailed assessment of the impact of work on the heritage values of the
Moonee Ponds Creek and Infrastructure Precinct (HO1092), including the new shared use path bridge
adjacent to the existing Dynon Road road bridge (refer section 7.4.6). The assessment also made
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reference to those parts of the Moonee Ponds Creek that are outside the existing HO (to the south of
Dynon Road).
Additional response
As noted, Technical Report P addresses heritage impacts both within HO1092 and outside it.
The comments in Submission 184 are not specific in terms of criticism of the assessment.
In relation to proposed shared use path bridge adjacent to the Dynon Road road bridge, while this will
obscure some views to the bridge, the new structure would be understood as related in function and
direct physical impacts are avoided. This is as distinct to the example of the Racecourse Road road
bridge, some distance to the north and another of the interwar road bridges identified as significant
within HO1092. This bridge was widened (prior to the application of the HO control) with the result
being the loss of the interwar concrete balustrade on its northern side (as a result this part of the bridge
was excluded from the HO). Refer to Figure 13 below.
No other additional responses are provided.
In response to the comments in submission 312 referencing the ‘undivided section in the last location of
the pre-settlement Saltwater Lagoon’, these comments refer to the areas of the Moonee Ponds Creek to
the north and south of Dynon Road, which are partly within and partly outside HO1092. As shown by the
figures on pp. 2-4 of submission 312 and in the Land Use History at Appendix B to Technical Report P,
this area (also known as the West Melbourne Swamp) was greatly modified in multiple stages in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries as dredging and land reclamation works were undertaken. It would
be difficult to interpret any aspect of the form and nature of the Saltwater Lagoon in the present creek
environs.

Figure 13
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Racecourse Road road bridge, balustrade on southern side (photographed in 2013)
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5.4

Railway turntables (HHR26)

Submissions
Two submissions raise concerns about the impact of the project on the railway turntables at South
Dynon (submission 6 and submission 3 in Appendix A.1 of submission 184). Submission 6 notes:
The removal of the turntables at the railyards. These are historical items, and even
though they do not get used now, they should be retained.
Technical Report P
Technical Report P assessed the railway turntables at South Dynon to be of local historical significance
despite not currently being subject to heritage controls and provided an impact assessment at section
7.4.11.
Additional response
The Project intersects with both turntables to a greater or lesser degree. In the case of the northern
turntable the ramp extends above the eastern section of the turntable and a single pier would intersect
with the rails to the east of the circular turntable component. In the case of the southern turntable, the
ramp structure is aligned to the east, and the physical impact is relatively minor, with a pier located on
the outer (eastern) edge of the associated rails. In both cases, the permanent infrastructure (piers) are
located away from the central section, comprising the circular concrete pit and the turntable mechanism
itself.
It is noted that in addition to the impacts from the western ramp connection to CityLink discussed in the
assessment at section 7.4.11, the southern turntable would be affected by a proposed new local access
road which is indicated as extending through the southern section of the turntable. This was not
referenced in the impact assessment in Technical Report P. I am advised, however, that there may be
the potential to retain the southern turntable and rails subject to detailed design for this local road.
Retention in situ of both of these turntables would be preferred if practicable. The turntables have been
identified as of local historical significance as uncommon surviving examples of such structures in the
metropolitan area and as associated with the long history of rail activities in this area. In reviewing the
impact assessment again for the purposes of this evidence statement, my view is that the primary
consideration from a heritage perspective should be the retention of one or both turntables in situ. The
positioning of the pier on the edge of the southern turntable would compromise its presentation but on
review, my view is that this is to be preferred over dismantling and salvage at this time. This is
particularly where a future location for reinstatement is not known. If possible the northern turntable
should also be retained in situ, accepting some physical impacts associated with the Works.
No change is proposed to EPR CP11.
CHP11 Rail turntables
Through detailed design, consideration must be given to minimising impacts on the
rail turntables to the extent practicable. If it is necessary to remove both of the rail
turntables, develop and implement a methodology for the salvage and storage of
one of the turntables to provide the opportunity for future reinstatement at an
alternative site.
5.5

Recommendations

Following the review of submissions, the following recommendations are made:
Kororoit Creek
CHP7 should be amended as follows:
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CHP7: Heritage interpretation strategy
In consultation with the relevant local councils, develop and implement a heritage
interpretation strategy for the Project which seeks to explore historical and
Aboriginal cultural heritage themes. The strategy must include an audit of existing
heritage interpretation. The strategy may include installation of signage regarding
local heritage places and is to have a particular focus on the Kororoit Creek area
[additional wording], the Footscray/Maribyrnong River area, and the Moonee
Ponds area.
Yarraville Gardens
It is recommended that EP6 be amended to include specific reference to the Yarraville Gardens
Conservation Plan as a relevant document to address the heritage issues in the location, as follows:
EP6 Landscaping Plan
Prepare and implement the Landscaping Plan that includes replacement of affected
planted vegetation to achieve a canopy of equal (or greater) size of healthy, mature
examples of the species. The plan must ensure the reinstatement of soils is of
sufficient quality and volumes to support the long-term viability of replacement
plantings. The plan must achieve a minimum tree replacement ratio of 3:1.
The plan must be developed in consultation with the relevant council with regard
to local policies and strategies including, as applicable:
Greening the West Strategic Plan
City of Maribyrnong Street Planting Strategy
City of Maribyrnong Yarraville Gardens Precinct Conservation Plan (additional
wording)
City of Melbourne Draft Urban Ecology and Biodiversity Strategy
City of Melbourne’s Tree Retention and Removal policy and Urban Forest Strategy
The relevant City of Melbourne Urban Forest Precinct Plan.
The re-establishment of trees must also consider the contribution that the
replacement trees can make to the creation of habitat corridors and linkages where
practicable.
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